All-to-all broadcast refers to the process by which every node broadcasts its certain piece of information to all other nodes in the system. In this paper, we develop all-to-all broadcast schemes by dealing with two classes of schemes. A prior scheme based on generation of minimal complete sets is rst described, and then a new scheme based on propagation of experts is developed. The former always completes the broadcasting in the minimal number of steps and the latter is designed to minimize the number of messages. Performance of these two classes of schemes is comparatively analyzed. The all-to-all broadcast scheme desired can be derived by combining the advantages of these two classes of schemes.
Introduction
Instead of using a shared memory and a global clock, the synchronization and communication between the processing nodes in a distributed system can be done via message passing. Because of the distributed nature of data distribution, special schemes are usually required to perform various distributed computations. One such scheme in distributed computations is broadcasting, which refers to a process of information dissemination in a distributed system where a message originating from a certain node is sent to all other nodes in the system 13] 17]. In addition to one-to-all broadcasting, all-to-all broadcasting, where every node, instead of a certain node as in one-to-all broadcasting, has a piece of information to be shared with others, is also very important in numerous applications in distributed computing 4] 12]. Applications of all-to-all broadcasting include decentralized consensus protocols 3], extrema nding, acquisition of a new global state among mobile hosts 8] , and the broadcasting of various system-dependent messages 9] 12].
Note that all-to-all broadcast is the same as the gossiping problem in 7] except that a concurrent two-way transmission, such as a phone conversation, is assumed for the latter. In the context of computer networking, one-way transmission is usually adopted to represent an action of pointto-point transmission, thus leading to very di erent solutions from those derived for gossiping problems. Several studies have been conducted to minimize the number of message steps of oneto-all and all-to-all broadcasting schemes for various networks/distributed environments. A survey can be found in 7] . To reduce the number of messages, some broadcasting schemes and consensus protocols were proposed in 3] 11] 18] and shown to be e cient in terms of message complexity. To reduce the overhead of the scheme without compromising its e ciency, we would naturally like to complete the broadcasting in the minimal number of steps while incurring as few messages as possible. As pointed out in 7] 14] 16], to reduce the cost of transmission, some schemes are so designed that they do not have duplicate information, i.e., every message conveys only new information to its receiver. This sort of scheme is termed \NODUP" (standing for no duplication) in 7] . In 4], a class of all-to-all broadcasting schemes was derived based on generation of minimal complete sets 1 , and shown to be optimal among all NODUP schemes in the sense that both the number of communication steps and the number of messages it requires are minimum under the NODUP model. An example of all-to-all broadcast among 5 nodes based on the scheme derived in 4] is shown in Figure 1 , where there are 3 steps and 12 messages incurred. The information collected thus far after each step is shown in the bracket next to each node. An arrow pointing from node N i to node N j represents that N i is sending what it knows thus far to N j . For ease of exposition, we use the identi cation (id) of each node to denote the information that this node wants to broadcast to every other node. One message might consist of more than one id. All-to-all broadcasting is completed in the end after each node receives all the id's from all other nodes. The total number of id's sent is equal to 5+10+5=20 (i.e., Step 1 + Step 2 + Step 3), which, as proved 1 As de ned in 4], a minimal complete set is the minimal set that has the entire information. A NODUP all-to-all broadcasting scheme in a system of 5 nodes (3 steps and 12 messages).
in 4], is the minimum for all-to-all broadcast among 5 nodes 2 . Note that depending on the application, the real content of id can be very general, such as a number to be sorted for the global maximum, a vector describing the local state, or a yes/no vote of the commit protocol in a distributed transaction, to name a few. Thus, a message based on fa 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a j g can actually be viewed as an application-dependent function f(a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a j ) in some applications, meaning that every message size is approximately the same and is not proportional to the number of id's involved. Such operations are called reduction operations 6]. In view of this, the motivation of restricting our attention to NODUP schemes, which minimizes the number of id's sent, is not justi ed for those applications. Note that without being con ned to the NODUP model one may further minimize the number of messages while still completing the all-to-all broadcast in the minimal number of steps. An example all-to-all broadcast for a system of 5 nodes is shown in Figure 2 , where same as in Figure 1 every node can only send out one message in each step. While not being a NODUP scheme, it requires 3 steps and only 11 messages, one message fewer than that required in Figure 1 . As can be seen later, the number of messages one can reduce by relaxing the NODUP assumption can be very signi cant. Furthermore, this problem relaxation can lead to the development of more general solutions to all-to-all broadcast. However, despite its importance, the general problem of determining the minimal number of messages required for all-to-all broadcast in the minimal number of steps has not been solved. Consequently, we shall address this general problem in this paper. 2 In fact, every NODUP scheme has the property of incurring the minimal number of id's sent, i.e., p(p ? 1) , in a system of p nodes. The problem studied in this paper can be illustrated by the examples in Figures 1 and 2 . A node having all the information from other nodes is called an expert 7] . We use black nodes to denote experts, and white nodes to denote those that still have incomplete information. In fact, Figure 1 corresponds to the scheme based on generation of minimal complete sets, and Figure 2 corresponds to the one based on propagation of experts we shall derive in this paper. To derive general results for optimal all-to-all broadcasting, we shall deal with two classes of all-to-all broadcasting schemes that have di erent advantages: one is based on generation of minimal complete sets, G k , and the other is based on propagation of experts, E k , where k is the number of messages one node can send out in one message step. Note that G k is a class of NODUP schemes derived in 4], and E k is a general scheme developed in this paper. Performance of these two classes of schemes is comparatively analyzed. As will be seen later, G k , though always leading to the minimal number of steps, may incur more messages than E k . On the other hand, E k , while incurring fewer messages than G k in many cases, may not complete the all-to-all broadcast in the minimal number of steps for certain numbers of nodes. As a result, to minimize the number of messages for all-to-all broadcasting in the minimal number of steps, one has to combine the advantages of these two classes of schemes to form the desired one. This paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section 2. We develop optimal allto-all broadcasting schemes for 1-port and k-port communication in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
This paper concludes with Section 5.
Preliminaries
The model and assumptions are given in Section 2. 
Model and Assumptions
As stated earlier, we use the identi cation (id) of each node to denote the information that this node wants to broadcast to every other node. Also, the information at each node means the set of id's that node collects thus far, and the content of the message of a transmission is referred to as the information of the sender at the time of transmission. The term communication step and the term message step are used interchangeably. An all-to-all broadcasting is said to be completed if all nodes in the system receive all id's in the system. The system model we consider is similar to the one in 4] 7] 18], and is summarized as follows.
Model M
1. The system is completely connected with synchronous communication. 3. Reduction operations are considered, i.e., messages are approximately of the same size. As a result, general schemes are explored, not con ned to NODUP (no duplication) which minimizes the total number of id's carried.
4. k-port communication means that each node is capable of sending k messages out in one step.
5. There is no restriction on the number of messages each node can receive in one step.
Note that the provisions required for synchronization are dependent upon individual applications (such as extrema nding in a multiprocessor system, achieving a new global state among mobile hosts, crash recovery, and system initialization, to name a few). In addition, the last assumption is supported by the su cient input bu er space and also the simplicity of the CPU operations to handle the incoming data. Explicitly, it is noted that when users write message passing code in the put/get (i.e, send/receive) model, we could usually have software bottleneck in puts rather than gets since most receives could be translated into local memory access. As a consequence, under such a put/get model which is provided by some existing message passing tools 6], fan-in could usually be less a restriction than fan-out in message passing. This is the very reason that we are interested in the above model. While it is understood that not a single model could cover all communication paradigms, the exact expressions of message numbers we shall derive for Model M are of theoretical importance and will provide reasonable upper/lower bounds for other communication models (i.e., those with di erent I/O restrictions).
De nition 1: An all-to-all broadcasting scheme is called optimal, if under the above model, M, the following two conditions are satis ed.
1. It completes the broadcasting in the minimal number of steps.
2. It incurs the minimal number of messages required to complete the broadcasting in the minimal number of steps.
The objective of this paper is thus to develop optimal all-to-all broadcasting schemes under model M.
Description of G 1
To facilitate the presentation of G 1 , it is necessary to introduce a balanced binary partitioning tree of a positive number. A balanced binary partitioning tree of a positive number p is a binary partitioning tree constructed by rst labeling the root node with p, and then, for each node with a label k 2, generating the left and right children of this node and labeling them with d k 2 e and b k 2 c, respectively. Clearly, there are n + 1 levels in the balanced binary partitioning tree of a number p where n = dlog 2 pe. For convenience, the level of the root is called level 0. Using the balanced binary partitioning tree, the nodes in the system can be addressed as follows. For a system of p nodes, obtain the balanced binary partitioning tree of p. Next, for every internal node, code the link to its left child with a bit \0" and that to its right child with a bit \1". Then, determine the address of each leaf node by the coded bits in the links on the path from the root to that node, and append a bit \*" to each leaf node in level n ? 1. Finally, assign the p nodes in the system with the addresses of the p leaf nodes in the balanced binary partitioning tree.
Under this addressing scheme, G 1 is then executed by having each node send its message to its designated neighbor in each step. To illustrate the operations of G 1 , consider a system of 10 nodes. An illustrative example for the message passing under G 1 is shown in Figure 3 . It can be veri ed that the broadcasting is completed in 4 steps and the total number of messages sent is 10+10+10+4=34. Note that for a node with an address of the form b n b n?1 : : :b 2 , such as node 010* in Figure 3b , it determines its message receiver by setting * to 0 and inverting the appropriate bit so that each node sends out one message at a time. It can be seen that G 1 is in fact a generalization of the message exchange algorithm for hypercubes that involves swap operations among nodes in successive dimensions. Then, we have the following two propositions for G 1 . 
Description of G k
The results for G 1 , based on the partitioning tree and the generation of minimal complete sets, can be extended to the case of k-port communication, meaning that each node is capable of sending k messages at a time. The extension to the k-port communication, i.e., algorithm G k , can be depicted in light of the generalized n-dimensional c-ary hypercube 2], where c is chosen to be k + 1.
As shown in 4], all-to-all broadcasting for 2-port communication can be developed from a ternary partitioning tree in such a way that each internal node in level i of the tree is taken as a minimal complete set generated after step i and the minimal complete set associated with an internal node is partitioned into those with its child nodes in one step. Essentially, the above scheme based on generation of minimal complete sets in the corresponding partitioning tree is applicable to the case of k-port communication, thereby resulting in algorithm G k . We then have the following two propositions for G k 4].
Proposition 3: In a system of p nodes with k-port communication, the minimal number of steps required for all-to-all broadcasting is dlog k+1 pe. 3 All-To-All Broadcast for 1-Port Communication All-to-all broadcast for 1-port communication is studied in this section. As mentioned earlier, by relaxing the NODUP assumption, one can further minimize the number of messages required. We develop in Section 3.1 an all-to-all broadcasting scheme based on expert propagation, E 1 . General results from combining E 1 and G 1 are given in Section 3.2.
Description of E 1
The basic idea of expert propagation is to rst form some expert(s) and then propagate the expert information to all other nodes. As described below, E 1 , depending on the number of nodes, is devised to form either an expert in the rst step (such as in Case 1), or three experts in the rst two steps (such as in Case 2), and then complete the all-to-all broadcasting by recursively doubling. Step 1: Let a certain node, say N 1 , receive messages from all other nodes. (N 1 becomes an expert after this step.)
Step 2 to Step m: Form experts by recursively doubling existing experts.
Case 2: (Otherwise, i.e., n = m)
Step 1: Let a certain node, say N 1 , receive messages from all other nodes. N 1 sends its message to another node, say N 2 . (N 1 becomes an expert after this step.)
Step 2: Let N 2 receive messages from all other nodes except N 1 . N 1 sends its message to another node, say N 3 . (N 2 and N 3 become experts after this step.)
Step 3 to Step n: Form experts by recursively doubling existing experts.
The scenario for Case 1 is straightforward. dlog 2 7e = 3 < dlog 2 7 3 e + 2 = 4, An example for Case 2 of E 1 is given in Figure 4 where dlog 2 10e = dlog 2 for various number of nodes in the system is shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , triangles and squares are used to denote the points where the numbers of message steps are increased by one for G 1 and E 1 , respectively. It is important to see that the dependency on two formulas for E 1 , as described in Lemma 1, results in the discontinuity of the curve for the number of messages required by E 1 . It can be seen that the number of message steps associated with G 1 and Case 2 of E 1 are minimal whereas those with Case 1 of E 1 are not. Lemma 2 below states the optimality of E 1 in terms of the number of messages incurred.
Lemma 2: For a system of p nodes with one-port communication, E 1 incurs the minimal number of messages required for all-to-all broadcasting in m = dlog 2 p 3 e + 2 steps. Proof: Since for any scheme it always requires p ? 1 messages to form the very rst expert, we know that every all-to-all broadcasting for p nodes requires at least 2(p ? 1) messages. The optimality of Case 1 then follows. Next, we shall prove the optimality of Case 2, where m = n = dlog 2 pe. From the fact that one-to-all broadcasting takes n steps, it follows that each node has to send out one message in the rst step, meaning that there are p messages in the rst step. Next, suppose there is no expert formed after the rst step. Then, from the same reasoning we shall have p messages incurred in the second step (so as to complete the broadcasting in the minimal number of steps). Since at most three experts could be formed in the rst two steps, we get at least p ? 3 messages in the remaining n?2 steps, amounting to at least 3p?3 messages in total, which are more than that are required by Case 2 of Lemma 1. From the foregoing, it follows that one expert, say N 1 , has to be formed after Step 1 to achieve the minimal number of messages for Case 2. This in turn implies that there are 2 n?1 ? 1 nodes which will become experts by expert propagation initiated by N 1 from Step 2 to Step n. ( e > n, a contradiction.) Clearly, the minimal number of messages to complete all-to-all broadcasting among r nodes is 2r ?2, meaning that we need at least 2(p ?2 n?1 ) ?2 = 2p ?2 n ?2 within these r nodes. Consequently, the minimal number of total messages required is p+2 n?1 ?1+2 n?1 ?1+2p?2 n ?2 =3p ? 4, agreeing with the formula in Case 2 of Lemma 1. Q.E.D.
General results from combining G 1 and E 1
It can be seen that G 1 , though always leading to the minimal number of steps, may incur more messages than E 1 . On the other hand, E 1 , while incurring the minimal number of messages, may not complete the all-to-all broadcasting in the minimal number of steps for certain numbers of nodes (as stated in Case 1 of Lemma 1 when dlog 2 pe < dlog 2 p 3 e + 2). As a result, to minimize the number of messages for all-to-all broadcasting in the minimal number of steps, one has to combine the advantages of these two classes of schemes to form the desired one. Formally, from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For a system of p nodes with one-port communication, the minimal number of messages required for all-to-all broadcasting in n = dlog 2 Step 3 to Step m: Form experts by recursively multiplying (i.e., by k times) existing experts.
An example for algorithm E 2 is given in Figure 6 where for clarity big arrows are used to denote group transmission. It can be seen that an all-to-all broadcasting in a system of 22 nodes for 2-port communication requires 3 steps and a total of 100 messages. Similarly to E 1 , a node under E k can become an expert by either receiving all id's from other nodes (such as nodes in sets A and B) or being promoted by other experts (such as nodes other than those in sets A and B). Clearly, the more nodes becoming experts by expert propagation, the fewer messages are required. Performance of E k can be analyzed by Lemma 3 below. 4.2 General results from combining G k and E k E k , though incurring fewer messages than G k in many cases, may not complete the all-to-all broadcast in the minimal number of steps. Speci cally, the number of steps required by E k , i.e., m = dlog k+1 p k(k+2) e + 2, could be greater than the minimal, i.e., n = dlog k+1 pe, which can be achieved by G k . Also, note that the general problem of determining the minimal number of messages required to complete the all-to-all broadcast with k-port communication in certain number of message steps is not yet completely solved. Clearly, to minimize the number of messages for all-to-all broadcasting in the minimal number of steps for k-port communication, one has to combine the advantages of G k and E k to form the desired one. Proposition 4 and Lemma 3 lead to the following lemma.
Lemma 4: For a system of p nodes with k-port communication, the minimal number of messages required by G k and E k for all-to-all broadcasting in n = dlog k+1 pe steps is, M(p; k) = ( N E (p; k); if dlog k+1 p k(k+2) e + 2 = n, N G (p; k); otherwise.
A solid curve corresponding to the numbers M(p; 2), for 10 p 90, is shown in Figure 8 . Note that the solid curve in Figure 8 is composed of not only the lines associated with G 2 and Case ow control 5]. It is believed that di erent communication paradigms will warrant di erent model assumptions which in turn lead to very di erent solutions from one to another.
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed the all-to-all broadcasting schemes by dealing with two classes of schemes: a prior one based on generation of minimal complete sets and the new one based on propagation of experts. The all-to-all broadcasting schemes for the case of one-port communication were rst developed from combining G 1 and E 1 . Then, we presented our results for the case of k-port communication and devised all-to-all broadcasting schemes based on G k and E k . For the minimal number of messages required for all-to-all broadcasting in the minimal number of steps within a system of p nodes, i.e., dlog k+1 pe steps, various formulas, which can be applied to cases corresponding to di erent relationships between p and k, are derived.
